Are TROLLS guarding your DNS “bridge” to the internet?

Every time your computer (or device) requests a URL for a new website, a DNS lookup is performed
by either your device to its manufacturer's DNS servers, or by your ISP to its own DNS server, or by
your VPN to its designated DNS servers, or by your browser to the DNS servers it defaults to (such as
Google Chrome defaults to 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4) or to other DNS Servers you have specified, such as
Cloudflare 1.1.1.1, or OpenDNS.
The DNS lookup is a simple process that returns an IP address from which the URL can be retrieved.
At the dawn of the internet it was believed that DNS would just do its job and quickly return the IP as it
was designed to do.
As we all know, a RIDICULOUS amount of surveillance of your online activities is going on these
days by many giant corporations. DNS servers have the right to log each place you visit online and
share the places online you visited. So there is now value to these big corporations of having collected
where you visited on the internet, so they can target you with specific messaging or campaigns, and
there is even value to influencing surfers behavior by causing surfers' experience of some websites to
have far better performance than others. An obvious example that should not be ignored by anyone is
COMCAST after investing billions of dollars into the golf space is in fact incented to take steps to
cause users to have the best user experience on its own golf websites, perhaps at the expense of other
competing golf sites, where a delayed DNS lookup response provides a slower user experience for
their customers. Cloudflare has built-in cryptography into its DNS lookup process (DNS SEC) such
that this DNS lookup sabotage is not possible. However ISP's have been slow to adopt DNS SEC,
perhaps more than likely due to the enhanced revenues received by ISPs through sabotaging/hijacking

DNS lookups creating more ad revenue from the pages to which these DNS lookups redirect for their
increased profits.
https://threatpost.com/dns-spoofing-attacks/141880/
Thus, in a nutshell, all DNS lookup providers are not created equal.
OpenDNS and Cloudflare now offer DNS servers that are widely reported to be substantially faster
than others provided by Google, ISP's, et al. Some make commitments to not share your data with
anyone, such as Cloudflare.
However, the DNS lookups happening on your device can in fact themselves be sabotaged midstream.
To find out if your ISP or equipment provider (or a hacker) is possibly sabotaging your DNS lookups
by guarding your DNS bridge to the internet, visit: https://www.dnsleaktest.com
DNSLeakTest is going to show what DNS leaks are IN FACT occurring, or in other words where else
your information is going besides your ISP or DNS provider.
Here is a screenshot from their site while connected from my laptop, and NOT connected to the VPN.

As many as twelve COMCAST servers were observed receiving the information captured by the ISP
about websites I visited.
Here's the same screenshot taken on the exact same machine while connected to the VPN.

While connected to the VPN, on each test only ONE SINGLE Cloudflare server received the
information. Cloudflare DNS 1.1.1.1 is the designated DNS lookup provider for the VPN. DNS SEC
on Cloudflare blocks DNS Leaks and DNS Manipulation.
So, the first question might be: WHY would a large, powerful, and wealthy corporation making
BILLIONS of dollars every month go to all this trouble of DNS Leaking to all these other servers.
So of course one issue is the value of your collected data, which we are all becoming more aware of,
but HERE I want to focus on site performance.
Common DNS lookup times should be 10 – 20 milliseconds which is REALLY FAST and great.
Many DNS servers provide such DNS Lookup response times. Examples are OpenDNS, Cloudflare
1.1.1.1, and I have seen COMCAST and Google DNS 8.8.4.4 providing 10 millisecond response times
as well (sometimes). But I have also recently seen DNS lookups supplied by my ISP's DNS servers in
excess of 10,000 milliseconds.

That's REALLY, REALLY slow. Failed or substantially delayed DNS lookups cause a substantially
worse user experience...and it's solely at the hands of the ISP unless a hacker is involved, not the
website you're visiting.
So the obvious question becomes: WHAT causes the DNS lookups for well-known DNS providers to
suffer by magnitudes of 10, 30, 100, or even 1000 times?
Delays of this magnitude can be associated with distributed denial of service attacks (DdoS) on your
home network. When a router (or server) is overloaded with requests from multiple servers, it is
unable to respond timely to the requests. The impact to you browsing a site is of course the pages don't
load at all or may load very slowly. If you find your DNS information leaked to multiple servers,
each of those servers could be acting in concert on Distributed Denial of Service attacks on your
network.
Sometimes these delays can be the result of hackers having installed trojans onto your computer that
change the your DNS settings:
https://www.pcmag.com/how-to/how-and-why-to-change-your-dns-server
Follow the instructions in the article in the above link to check your DNS settings as shown. The
recommendations to use CloudFlare 1.1.1.1 or OpenDNS at 208.67.220.222 are good ones. I also have
the Fortinet firewall router IP 192.168.1.99 in my settings as it has a DNS cache, and also Fortinet's

DNS servers 208.91.112.53 as well.

Here are the DNS settings for this MacBookPro:

These are all expected DNS servers, so none of my DNS settings have been changed. If your virus
scanning software is not detecting any trojans or worms or viruses, and your DNS settings on your
machine are not being changed, it IS still possible that other machines on your network have become
infected as well with trojans or bots, so ensure that ALL machines are free from such viruses, trojans,
and/or bots.
It is also possible that other malicious actors (including your ISP or a hacker) have caused these
delays.
So if you're still experiencing delays, it may be time to call in the heavy artillery. A network
packet scan using a tool like WireShark can be used to detect whether something on your
computer is infected with a trojan or virus, or whether your network has been infected by a
“bot”, or whether a malicious website that is connecting to your network is executing a denial of
service attack, or installing a trojan after connecting to your network, or redirecting DNS
lookups to a different DNS server, or DNS-leaking your DNS information to other DNS servers,
or even passing your information back and forth between multiple DNS servers for the purpose
of delaying DNS lookups by DNS manipulation, or as shown even by Distributed Denial of
Service attacks.
Here is an example of DNS leak used in DNS manipulation:

When my computer makes a request for a single URL, instead of a single DNS lookup request
being sent, multiple DNS lookups are sent to multiple DNS servers all of which respond at
different times after being forwarded the request causing delays.

Determining whether these multiple DNS responses from your ISP's servers were caused by a
“hacker” doing a DNS spoof attack or whether it was caused by your ISP itself may require a
packet scan as shown below:

The packet scan will show the source of the multiple packets being sent.
After the encrypted “handshake” is completed between the ISP (34.227.239.196) and the gateway
(192.168.1.110) by packet 34, you will note in packets 35-39 that there are four separate
responses from your same ISP server IP (34.227.239.196) representing the four servers to which
your DNS information was leaked. As CloudFlare has demonstrated only ONE is required.
Those correspond with each of the ISP's own servers in the DNS Leak test.
However, ALSO notice that the original request from the gateway (192.168.1.110) went to the
same IP (34.227.239.196) of the ISP as well. This means that no other third party involvement
resulted in the 4 DNS leak server responses for that single DNS request.
Of course, you NEVER want to find that your own ISP is causing these DNS leaks as that makes
it far more likely that your ISP is therefore in fact is causing the DNS manipulation.
Bad actors have to gain access to your network through secret backdoors. They need to know
the IP of your network gateway. Hackers need to trick you into clicking on clickbait afterwhich
they can install malicious code creating that backdoor or trojan. Of course your ISP already has
your network location knowledge and access.
Best practices require the ISP to regularly change your IP address to make it less obvious and
visible. If your ISP is not regularly changing your IP address, and you are experiencing these
issues, make a formal request to your ISP that you want your IP changed daily.
Also, be aware that if your ISP makes changes between IP v6 and IP v4 IP addresses for your
network and/or machine and both types of IP's are not configured to the correct DNS servers
YOU want to use in your DNS configuration, that the ISP has the ability to direct the DNS
lookups to whatever DNS servers it chooses. I didn't even realize this until AFTER my ISP had
first switched me from a static v4 IP (18 months ago) to a rapidly changing IP... sometimes

assigned as a v4 and sometimes as a v6 IP over the next several months, then the ISP changed it
back to a static v4 IP again approximately 4 months ago.
Such unexpected and unannounced changes in the assignment of your IP address should cause
you significant concern. Ask your ISP for a formal explanation for why the IP addresses were
repeatedly changed into different IP formats, then back to static. This is NOT normal ISP
behavior.
If you are lucky enough to discover that it was not your own ISP causing DNS manipulation, then
you need to determine who or what else might be causing the delays. Other bad actors (hackers)
can cause the delays as well:
https://www.pcmag.com/how-to/how-and-why-to-change-your-dns-server
Bad actors (hackers) need to know how to trick your network into allowing their packets access.
One of the common ways they can trick your network is by installing a “bot” using clickbait
(CLICK HERE is an email) then executing a man-in-the-middle-attack. After installing a trojan
or a bot onto a device on your device or on the network, the device can announce to the rest of
the network that IT is now the gateway for the network (the trojan embedded in the clickbait got
it in) to the rest of the network, then redirect all network traffic wherever it chooses.
In running a WireShark packet scan here on my home network, then looking up the registered
owners of the IP's captured, I found some example screenshots:
Examples:
Malicious Google Cloud website (34.107.221.82) installing trojan:

Discovery of send only IP address (169.254.x.y) being used to forward network packets (as a
“bot)

If your internet experience is being negatively impacted by DNS lookup delays, I strongly
recommend you sign up for a VPN service immediately. The VPN will encrypt all of your web
traffic from your network to the server thus substantially reduce the opportunity for surveillance
by the ISP or DNS provider.

Another telltale sign that things are not as should be are discovery of large amounts of packets sent to
your network from IPs that have no business doing anything with your home network.
The packet scan will identify the IP's then you'll need to find out to whom those IP's are registered.
The packet scan on my network in October, 2020 discovered some very large corporations submitting a
LOT of packets for no justifiable reason.
https://static.golftraxx.com/origroot/Reports.pdf
If you discover such atrocities, waste no time in implementing a high security firewall router and
ensure all necessary patches are applied to bring it fully current to provide best level of defense
possible.
If you believe your experiencing slow performance on particular sites, your home network may have
in fact been targeted for surveillance and potential for DNS manipulation by your ISP or a hacker, as
well as for bot and/or man-in-the-middle and/or distributed denial of service attacks.
As shown, in investigating my network, the ISP was in fact suspected. We had found a malicious IP as
well, which was blocked with the help of my Fortinet professional, then we ran tests of the DNS server
lookup response times when connected to the VPN versus when not connected. Delays of 30 – 100
times were observed when NOT connected to the VPN.
So if the ISP makes its own DNS perform better than other DNS providers by delaying the response of
other known-to-be-excellent DNS providers, the likelihood is greater that users will use its DNS
servers and as mentioned earlier that ISP will receive the benefit of capturing that users internet surfing
data and potentially redirect users to their content. This is known as DNS manipulation. Causing
other DNS lookups to appear to respond more slowly than the ISP's own DNS servers (or
manufacturer's own DNS servers).
Well, how could the ISP or equipment manufacturer or hacker cause that to happen?
If you believe your experiencing slow performance on particular sites, your home network may have
in fact been targeted for surveillance and potential for DNS manipulation by your ISP, as well as for
bot and/or man-in-the-middle and/or distributed denial of service attacks.
With the help of my Fortinet professional, we ran tests of the DNS server lookup response times when
connected to the VPN versus when not connected. Delays of 30 – 100 times were observed when NOT
connected to the VPN.
So if the ISP makes its DNS perform better than other DNS providers by delaying the response of other
known-to-be-excellent DNS providers, the likelihood is greater that uses will use its DNS servers and
that ISP will receive the benefit of capturing that users internet surfing data. This is known as DNS
manipulation. Causing other DNS lookups to appear to respond more slowly than the ISP's own DNS
servers (or manufacturer's own DNS servers).
In the past couple of weeks we have observed and reported two scenarios of DNS manipulation:
The first scenario we reported is where we discovered a manufacturer could cause such a delay as we

reported recently. We provided the actual code from our website page containing static links to other
pages on our site (none of which required a DNS lookup because already on the site) and in that same
page there are also links to Google site pages such as Google Maps that do require DNS lookups to be
performed because the visitor is on OUR site.
If DNS lookups were performed equally, the static links on our page would load just slightly faster
because no DNS lookup was required. However what was observed was Google pages loading
instantly and our pages delayed 30-60 seconds before loads and sometimes returning DNS lookup
errors. This is an example of DNS manipulation.
The Fortinet professional and I observed this same sort of manipulation occurring with my ISP while
we tested different DNS providers while connected to the VPN from my laptop and while disconnected
again today. Where DNS lookup providers are known to provide fast and reliable responses, yet are
taking far longer to be returned by the ISP when NOT connected to the VPN, a deduction of
surveillance can be made positively and a strong inference of DNS manipulation. WHY else would
DNS providers known to provide responses in 10 – 20 milliseconds suddenly take 100 milliseconds or
300 milliseconds when not connected to the VPN such that the ISP was able to surveil the user's
activity?
What we shared with Cloudflare after today's analysis is the following:
A discovery that I wanted to share with you and get your thoughts as I believe I have a FAR better understanding of why
page views are plummeted on our site this past week (by 50%) and session durations dropped by 80% as well as the how
and why and where of DNS Lookup substantial delays and DNS lookup failures are coming from:
When I connect to VPN from my laptop and have my DNS lookup pointing to 1.1.1.1 or openDNS or fortinet servers,
golftraxx pages load instantly.
But if I am not connected to VPN but use the same DNS lookup providers, there are in FACT substantial delays being
caused by the ISP (COMCAST in my case) and/or by Google.
Here’s how these delays are working: Obviously when not on the VPN the ISP (and Google) can surveil my internet
activity
When I connect to the internet without VPN and go to dnsleaktest.com I see 5-12 COMCAST servers that have been DNS
leaked to each time I connect.
I attached screenshots one and two that show the COMCAST servers to which the DNS is being leaked when not on the
VPN.
I also attach a screen shot shows that when connected through the VPN just a single COMCAST server is notified.
They are different COMCAST server IPs each time I request the page. so they are dynamically assigned to the session by
COMCAST
These COMCAST servers basically play ping pong with my dns lookup requests PRIOR to actually forwarding them as a
DNS lookup. This adds substantial 30 second - 60 second delays to each and every DNS lookup request (except for of
course its own preferred servers as we saw with Google DNS lookup for googlemaps from my website page) and only the
LAST DNS server to touch before being sent for the DNS lookup stamps the time of the request as when it was "sent."
Since a variable number of servers with different IPs are involved each time, that play ping pong with the DNS lookup
request across the servers each time for different periods of time using different IP addresses , it makes it difficult to trace.
This DNS lookup "ping pong under the bridge" enables the ISP or Google to cause delays of any amount they choose, even
when their customer is using non COMCAST and/or non Google DNS server like OpenDNS or Cloudflare 1.1.1.1 or

Fortinet DNS servers. This was OBSERVED this morning.
This results in the EXACT delays where none should exist I have been speaking of and have reported repeatedly to
regulators.
The solutions I believe are for regulators to order these ISPs engaging in man-in-the-middle attacks, and/or ISP's caught
installing bots on home networks, and/or DNS manipulation by ISPs or Google as "trolls under a DNS Lookup bridge" to
cease and desist from all such activities including ping-pong under the bridge DELAYS for dns lookup requests. We are
also considering offering a VPN service to our site visitors who are experiencing these sort of delays.
I think we can create a separate digital ocean vpn for customers and add as many customers as reasonably can be added
until we need to add another vpn for another batch of site visitor customers.
I dont know how many each droplet could support but what I do know is golftraxx visitors will see an IMMEDIATE
hyperspace improvement in page rendering from golftraxx, especially if they are experiencing these delays as I have
witnessed.
The Fortinet guy and I were AMAZED.
The remaining challenge of course is the fact that OpenDNS or 1.1.1.1 combined with a VPN may not be enough. The
customer’s home network needs fortifying as well so the ISP doesn’t run the same type of man-in-the-middle attacks that
COMCAST was IN FACT running on my network. Attachment 3 shows a summary created from the wireshark network
packet scan and ensuing discussion with the network person after the discovery. When an "unknown" device on the
network sends a notification packet to the network that is now the gateway (when the TRUTH is it is in fact a send-only
router) , then all network devices route all network packets to that "man-in-the-middle" allowing the notifications by the
send-only router to COMCAST, Pocket, Google DNS...EXACTLY as we found in the Wireshark packet analysis (and of
course all the DNS leak servers ALL to be notified).
We also discovered COMCAST is using same traffic type we use for our VPN... (UDP) which we blocked when it is the
source.
We also made the network gateway static (as the default in fortinet) so it cant be changed to the whatever IP the man-in-themiddle attack announces as the new gateway for the purtpose of executing these attacks.
That way, that man-in-the-middle cannot keep notifying all COMCAST DNS leak servers about what the user is doing and
when the user is connected to our VPN, ISP's and Google cannot introduce these delays with each and every DNS lookup
request.

If you believe that your internet activities are being surveilled (like someone watching over your
shoulder as you work), I also recommend a diagnosis with a packet scan on your home network using a
tool such as Wireshark. This can reveal where a “bot” has been installed on your home network and/or
that it's executing packet overflow attacks and/or that it's executing man-in-the-middle attacks
(pretending its you):
https://static.golftraxx.com/newspress/Google_Pocket_COMCAST_Bot_Analysis.pdf
If this is discovered, IMMEDIATELY install a firewall router on your home network with ALL
possible service patches to remediate the network, block the denial of service attacks wherever possible
by limiting inbound connections, and disable the bot as described by COMCAST, and eliminate the
man-in-the-middle attacks:
https://static.golftraxx.com/newspress/rfc6561.pdf
4. Distributed Denial of Service Attacks:

When multiple servers connect to your network at the same time, they can execute what's known as a
distributed denial of service attack. It basically overloads your network, or router or server with so
many requests it cannot handle them. In step 2 you saw yesterday my home network was again
connected to by no less than 5 COMCAST servers executing such an attack. Netflix is a quick and
easy way to show your ISP you saw them doing it again when you have high speed internet.

5. Schedule an appointment from your ISP to come review your network security and privacy.
You're paying them for it. Tell them you're experiencing terribly slow internet sometimes and
sometimes DNS failures and believe that your internet activities are being surveilled.
6. If ISP chooses not to fix and cease and desist from such activities, report their activities to the
FCC.
7. Suggest to the ISP that they start behaving like decent human beings and be accountable for
their poor judgment and illegal and abusive actions.
8. Learn all you can about safeguarding your online experiences from surveillance, theft, and
fraud. Take immediate action to limit your exposure:
https://www.zdnet.com/article/online-security-101-how-to-protect-your-privacy-from-hackers-spiesand-the-government/
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